
WEEK TWO

AWAKENED



RECEIVING IS A VERY
IMPORTANT PART OF

INTUITIVE DEVELOPMENT
BECAUSE IF BLOCK THE

PROCESS OF

 
YOU WILL BE UNABLE TO

GET THE INTUITIVE
GUIDANCE YOU ARE

MEANT TO HAVE

receiving 



Receiving 
STAYING IN THE PRESENT
The gift of intuition works best when the mind is in the
present. Dwelling in the past can take over the mind &
the future can seem frightening. 

When your intuition sends you messages and you are in
fear (past or future tripping), your fear will allow the
subconscious mind to override those signals. The way
to avoid blocking yourself from receiving beautiful,
life-changing guidance is to stay in the present as
much as possible.

As you catch yourself drifting from the past and into
what tomorrow may bring gently bring your attention
back to the moment and ask "How am I right now?". I
usually ask "How is life RIGHT NOW, in this moment?"

The object is not to get rid of past thoughts or future
worries - it's simply to guide you back to now. When in
crisis or a time of big decisions ask "what can I do right
now to help this situation?"

Intuition is a whisper whereas your ego or busy
thoughts are louder. It takes stillness to hear the
whisper over the chaos. 



“If you are depressed, you are
living in the past. 

If you are anxious, you are living
in the future. 

If you are at peace, you are living
in the present.”

 
Lao Tzu



Receiving 
FEELING GOOD
Feeling good makes us an energetic match to
everything good - happiness, love, gratitude,
abundance and guidance. This is your main focus,
all the time. What would make me feel good right
now? 

When we are not feeling good because of stress,
worry, anger, resentment and/or the need to
control we are not aligned with guidance and it
makes it very hard to hear however if you can simply
calm yourself down and ask "what do I need?" you
will be able to take a minute, get still and tune back
in with your inner guide. 

Try to do everything you can to feel as good as
possible in your daily life, especially when actively
calling in guidance. 

Remind yourself of what there is to be grateful for,
what you already have in your life and how good it
feels to be learning, growing and shifting.

Try "squeezing" all of the joy out of each moment
where you feel good. Really bask in it and ALLOW
yourself to fee good, RECEIVING all that there is for
you in the present moment. 



PRACTICE OBSESSIVE GRATITUDE 

This week I want you to dive into over-the-top funky
fresh gratitude!

When you practice gratitude in an enthusiastic way,
you enroll your emotions and body into the
experience. When your body gets aligned with such
excitement, your heart swells and you become a clear
intuitive channel and a magnet for manifestations.

Practice gratitude to the point where you are
becoming excited at your own excitement.  This type
of energetic state is always available to you but on
the days where you feel down - just feel your feelings,
lay low and let it pass. Then get back to obsessive
gratitude
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GRATITUDE WHILE ASKING AMPLIFIES RESULTS

When you are grateful, it puts you in the receiving
mode so when you are using gratitude while asking for
desires, you amplify the process. 

This is the GRATITUDE - ASK - RECEIVE - GRATITUDE
cycle or "the secret sauce cycle"

Thanking the universe is the portal to quicker, more
accurate guidance. Gratitude not only makes us feel
better but it also has us BELIEVE that guidance and
good things are coming and then the universe
matches that with law of attraction. 
"Universe, thank you for helping me to know which direction to go in "

 
"Thank you for providing me with all the money, support and resources

that I need"
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GRATITUDE FOR THE SUPPORT FROM THE UNIVERSE
 

ASK FOR THE DESIRE
 

(WAIT IN GRATEFUL ANTICIPATION)
 

RECEIVE INTUITIVE NUDGES, NEXT STEPS AND/OR
YOUR DESIRE

 
GRATITUDE FOR RECEIVING 

Gratitu
de Ask

Receiv
eGratitude

The Secret Sauce Cycle



This week you are focusing on your relationship
to receiving in general. Some good situations to
think about is when you are receiving...

- compliments
- help & support
- gifts
- extra /unexpected money / "unnecessary" tips
- love
- affection/intimacy/sex/pleasure 
- recognition & kudos
- a discount
- a kind gesture from a stranger
- attention from men, women, friends
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Receiving 
 

"How you receive one thing is how
you receive everything"



 
I am obsessively

grateful for my life and
all the miracles that come

into my experience. 
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Reflection on Receiving Journalling

How comfortable am I with receiving...

How often do I allow myself to simply feel good? 

Right now I am obsessively grateful for...

I block pleasure by...

I willing to allow a little more love and support in by...

What brings me to the present moment? What do I absolutely love
doing?

How receptive would I honestly say that I am in my life? 

Deep down I know I could expand my ability to receive by...

compliments
tips
help
support
gifts
extra /unexpected money
love

sex/pleasure/sensual touch
recognition
kudos
a discount
a kind gesture from a stranger
attention from men, women,
friends

Move through these prompts or pick the ones that jump out to
you. Allow your journalling to be messy, chaotic, and maybe

not even always make sense. Just allow the process of
reflection and intuitive writing to move through you.
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Receiving Exercise
PREPARE

This exercise is for when you want to receive answers through 
 your intuition on a situation in your life. This is for calling forward
specific intuitive guidance. Asking big questions and watching
for answers can be a really fun process. 

I want you to think of one area of life where you feel stuck,
stagnant or unclear. An area where it feels like "something is
missing" or like you're being blocked somehow.

What is the biggest "power leak" currently in your life? Where
do you spend the most energy worrying or feeling powerless?
What feels stagnant or stuck? Where do I feel really indecisive? 

Once you know the area of life you'd like guidance on, you can
start the exercise below. 

THE EXERCISE

STEP 1 - GRATITUDE
First - "Universe thank you for providing me with the guidance
that I need today"

STEP 2 - SIT/LAY IN QUIET
Get into whatever position is most comfortable for you to get
really still. I want you to focus on your body with as much
attention as you possibly can. Scan your physical body up and
down, intentionally relaxing it as much as possible.

You can do this with your eyes closed or stare gently at a
candle flame.

STEP 3 - ASK
Ask your question in love and curiosity. 
What am I missing here? What do I need to know about this?
What is blocking me? What do I need to know/release? How
can I heal from this? etc..

STEP 4 - BE IN THAT SPACE
For as long as feels comfortable and relaxing. Allow yourself to
have this peaceful moment and don't force it.
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STEP 5 - JOURNALLING
Once you ask your question and sit still for a few minute, you are
going to get out a notebook and write out the following
prompts or allow yourself to go into automatic writing. Be
patient and allow your first few minutes to feel awkward. Write
whatever comes out even if it makes no sense.  

Start to notice as new ideas, insights, notions and ah-ha
moments start to come forward. Try to surrender to the writing
experience. If you feel the need to write something different
from the prompts, go for it.

Today I am grateful for...

What is missing is...

What is keeping me stuck is...

What truth have I been ignoring?

What I need is....

My next step in healing/helping this situation is...

I can see clearly now that....

STEP 6 - PAY CLOSE ATTENTION 
This is where the practice really comes in. Pay close attention
to how you feel, your thoughts, emotions, voices, words or what
you are drawn to after finishing your meditation and
journalling.

Pay close attention to body sensations, thoughts that "pull" you
toward actions, conversations you overhear, books
recommended, song lyrics - anything that sticks out to you
during the next 24 hours.

This is the part of intuitive guidance that takes practice and
patience. Sometimes intuitive guidance can be missed
because source loves to work through people and we can
second guess or not notice it as guidance.

STEP 7 - WRITE ABOUT IT 
Continue to write in the week as you receive guidance,
feelings, insights or experience serendipitous events that
answer your question.



This Week
This week is about focusing on your receiving energy,

witnessing your ability to receive and trying to find
receiving mode as much as possible.

 
You will be practicing gratitude as an avenue for intuitive

guidance, manifestation and miracles.
 

The following are ways in which you can practice this and
develop your gifts. The assignments are optional and do be

done as they call you. 

WITNESS YOUR RECEIVING ENERGY &
ABILITY TO RECEIVE

REFLECTION ON RECEIVING
JOURNALLING

PRACTICE THE SECRET SAUCE CYCLE 

PRACTICE OBSESSIVE GRATITUDE

TRY THE RECEIVING EXERCISE 

DO THE RECEIVING ACTIVATION
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